
 

 

 
The Practice of Worship 

Key Verse: Where your treasure is, your heart will be also.  (Matthew 6:21) 
 

Key thought:  Our ability (or inability) to fully engage in corporate worship provides a good 
measure of the extent to which we have set our hope and trust in Jesus rather than the things 
of the world. 
 
The loss of our sense of the transcendent in everyday life results largely from our modern, 
scientific attempt to explain everything.  This has robbed much of our sense of wonder and 
awe at the mysteries in life.  That, coupled with the widely held belief that we can live 
autonomously (i.e. free from the constraints of authority and objective truth), has left the 
pursuit of God to languish and wane, resulting in the post-Christian culture we find ourselves 
surrounded and influenced by.   We glibly assume science has explained something (e.g. 
Einstein’s general relativity has explained gravity), when in reality, science has merely 
described that something.  In fact, science can only describe observed behavior; it can’t 
explain the nature of it.  Those who truly understand the scientific method realize that the 
more we learn, the deeper the rabbit hole of the mystery of God’s creation goes. (Just spend a 
few minutes looking at Hubble telescope photos.)  Creation (and, by extension, the Creator) 
remains as awe inspiring and mysterious as ever. 

 
And yet we still try too much to control the circumstances and relationships in our lives to 
make things turn out according to our will. 

 
Road maps provides apt metaphor for the way we navigate the practicalities of life.  We have 
all developed mental maps to help us navigate each day successfully: family, finances, health, 
aging, sex, death, leisure, friendship...  Faulty maps lead to bad, even tragic, results. Accurate 
maps help us reach our desired destination successfully.  The “map" of our faith journey 
resembles a treasure map more closely than a road map.  The destination we universally 
desire (human flourishing) should lead us to something of transcendent value (Jesus), but the 
world constantly offers alternative treasures and “maps” that work against our faith. 

 
We all suffer from the sense of something slightly broken in us, an ache that never seems to 
quite heal.  The false treasures of this world so many seek, believing that they will soothe their 
souls, only deliver an empty promise.  The right house, the right spouse, the right friends, the 
right clothes, a big IRA, a bigger barn, the ability to need or answer to no one - none of these 



can satisfy our soul. We need a transcendent God as our object of worship to deliver us from 
our sin and selfish ways, and to heal our broken hearts. 

 
Jesus taught that the things we set our hearts upon define the things we hold most dear.  He 
taught us not to accumulate worldly goods as the primary source of security, but rather to store 
up treasure in heaven where it cannot be taken from us.  The Bible clearly identifies the 
starting point (all have sinned), the route (Jesus as the only way to the Father) and the 
destination (God as our treasure). 

 
Rather than trying to define worship, how/when/where we should worship, we should first fix 
our eyes on Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith. (Hebrews 12.2) The more we know God, 
the more natural our desire to respond in worship in all its forms. 

 
God is our: Creator (Gen 1.1), Sustainer (Col 1.16-17), Provider (Luke 12.2), Redeemer (Eph 
1.7), Father (1 John 1.3), Friend (John 15.13-15), Healer (1 Pet 2.24), Counselor (John 16.13), 
Savior (Gal 2.20) and King (John 18.36-37). 

 
 
 
 
Questions 

 
What stood out to you in today’s message? 

 
Do you find it easy or difficult to engage in all or part of our corporate worship?  Why? 

 
What do your daily language and your primary affections reveal about your practice of the 
Christian faith? 

 
What inspires you to worship God? (Hint: read through the passages above together that 
describe some of the roles and attributes of God.) 

 


